
High Performance Engines FAQ 
Are your complete and dyno tested engines tuned on your dyno? 

---All complete builds are tested on our dynamometer to verify performance numbers, check for 

leaks, set the curve on the distributor, break in the cam (on flat tappet applications), and to set 

jetting on the carburetor for ideal performance on the dyno. No crate engines (from any supplier) 

are 100% tuned for your application. Carburetor tuning needs to be tweaked based on your 

elevation and car but will be very close. 

Are long block performance engines dyno tested? 

---No, only complete builds are dyno tested. Long block builds are still thoroughly tested on our 

simulation machine ('sim tested') to verify compression and oil pressure, they just do not have a fuel 

and ignition system run and are not tested under a load like on a dynamometer. 

Do you offer a turn key engine? 

---Our 'complete and dyno tested' build level is very close to a turn key crate engine. These build 

levels include the intake, carburetor, distributor, spark plugs and plug wires. On many engines we 

also offer optional components you can add to the build such as fuel pumps, water pumps, starters 

and flexplates. We do not currently offer any engines with alternators, pulleys, air cleaners, etc. 

Is this part a direct drop in replacement for my application? 

---All crate engines typically require some custom modifications for fitment into any old muscle car or 

hot rod. If you had the same generation and type of engine in your vehicle then most components will 

be a direct bolt on replacement, however you should still check for clearance and fitment of your old 

components. Minor modifications should be expected with any crate engine, regardless of supplier. 

Is there a core charge or core required back on these engines? 

---No, there is no core charge and no core required to be returned on any engine in the Performance 

section of our website. 

Can you send me a printed catalog for your engines? 

---At this time we do not offer a printed catalog, we just list everything online. 

Your high performance warranty says it covers 'parts only,' what does that mean? 

---If you have your engine repaired or replaced at an automotive repair facility it does not cover the 

labor time they charge to perform the repairs or replacement. 

Original Equipment Replacement FAQ 
What does OE, OEM, or stock replacement mean? 

--OEM stands for Original Equipment Manufacturer. Our 'OE' or 'stock' replacement engines are built 

back to original equipment manufacturer's specifications or better. They are a direct replacement for 

the engine that was originally equipped from the factory and do not feature any high performance 
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modifications as a means to boost the performance of the unit. On almost every unit we supply there 

are updates or upgrades to enhance the durability of the item, but not increase it's performance. 

 Are your OE replacement components rebuilt or remanufactured? 

--Every engine and transmission from Tri Star is remanufactured or new, not rebuilt. 

Remanufacturing engines includes machining all parts including block, crank, rods, cylinder heads 

and assembling the engine with new parts. 

Rebuilt engines will only correct the issue with the old "core" engine, but will often not include 

manufacturing of the rest of the engine. Rebuilt engines are inferior quality and usually do not 

include the latest updates and corrections from the original equipment design. When shopping be 

sure to ask if you're getting a rebuilt engine, or a 100% remanufactured engine. 

Do you offer used powertrain components? 

--No, at this time we do not offer any used powertrain items. Our goal is to provide the best value for 

our customers, and our remanufactured components do just that. 


